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Jazz festival - The second annual
"Day on the Bay" jazz festival sponsored
by the University of San Diego (USO) will
be held from 1 to 4:30 p.m. Sunday at
Humphrey's Half Moon Inn on Shelter
Island. The Bruce Camaron and Hollis
Gentry Ensemble will perform along with
the Killer Bee Trio, featuring vocalist
Kevyne Lattau. Admission Is $3, $2 for
students. Tickets may be purchased at
the USD bookstore, Mission Valley
YMCA or at the door. Proceeds will
benefit the World Hunger Organization
and the Mission Valley YMCA. For more ---.,,,-information, call 291-6480.
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Seeking Revenge, Toreros Instead Give ~way Ball and Ballgame:
By Tim GILLMAN, Ti11W Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO-First-year University of San Diego
football Coach Brian Fogarty threw his head-set up in
the air in disgust after·watching one of his players lose a
fumble for the sixth time Saturday evening in the
Toreroa' 28-7 loss to Occidental College.
The Toreros also had two balls intercepted for a total
of eight turnovers. The f~ fumble with 13:10 left
snuffed a USD drive that had started at its own 29 and
ruined any chance the Toreros had of staging a
comeback.
Ten minutes later, the visitors scored the l t of their
four touchdowns on a 4-yard run by quarterback Dan
'
0 born.
"The thing that bothere_d me," Fogarty said, "was

that most of the fumbles were execution problems, not
forced turnovers. Maybe we were trying too hard."
The third quarter was fatal to USD. Tied, 7. 7 at
halftime, the Tigers took the third-quarter kickoff and
went 80 yards in six plays to take the lead for good. The
score came on a 4• yard run by Jeff Goldstein.
The Viaitors made it 21-7 with 3:59 left in the third
quarter when Jon Finstuen scored on a 13-yard ·pass
play from Osborn.
The one bright spot of the evening for the Toreros
was the running of back Jerome McAlpin, who finished
with 140 yards on 23 carries.
"He's a good runner," Fogarty said. ''But we had
three turnovers at his position and I'tn not sure why.
Some may have been bad exchanges."

The Toreros mounted a nine-play, 48-yard drive just
before halftime to score and tie the game,
Wjth about four minutes remaining in the first half,
Occidental punted deep in its own territory and the ball
went out of bounds at its own 48.
For the first time in the half, Fogarty used McAlpin
on seven of' the drives' plays and he delivered.
McAlpln's final run of the first half, a 5-yarder, gave the
home team first-and-goal at the Occidental five.
One the next play, USD quarterback Phil Spencer
rolled right but kept the ball and reached the corner of
the end mne. The successful PAT by Robert Lozzi tied
·
the score.
Occidental'& first touchdown came after Parris DeVine recovered a bad USD snap ~t the. USD ;n. The

visitors lost three yards on their next three plays, but
the fourth was a touchdown pass from substitute
quarterback Jeff Monteroso to end Norm Stallsberg.
That was followed by a successful kick by Jobn
Yohannes.
I
Last year's 34-20 loss to Occidental in a televised ,
game was simply devastating to USD. In that game, like
this one, the Toreros entered with 3-0 record. The loss
rocked USD and it went on to lose four of its last five .
games.
I
The pain of that loss in front of thousands of television
viewers 18 well remembered by the Torero players.
"They (the players) wanted to get them back,"
Fogarty said.
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Special to the UniOII

ers, and I think we were just too excited.,.,
Occidental's Tim Kennedy gained • 135
gave up the ball six times by fumbles and yards on 18 carries and Jeff Goldstein-·
twice by interceptions to allow Occidental added 109 on 26 carries and scored a touchCollege to grind out a 28-7 victory last down.
· ... •
night at Torero Stadium.
The Tigers used two quarterbacks, with
"We had to control the ball to win the Osborn completing eight of 18 for 82 yards
game, and we obviously did not do it," said and two touchdowns. Jeff Monteroso comTorero head coach Brian Fogarty. "You pleted two of three for 33 yards and a..
just can't spit up the ball that many times touchdown.
... ,~
and expect to be in there."
Penalties
also
hurt
the
Toreros,
the
most
USD (3-1) trailed 21-7 with 11 minutes to
, play but saw its final chance evaporate crucial coming with 3:59 to go in the third
when Torero Michael Rish fumbled on the quarter and Occidental facing fourth andTiger 24 following a 28-yard pass reception two from the Torero four-yard line. The
Tigers brought on the field goal unit'but ·
from quarterback Phil Spencer.
managed
to pull the USO defense offsides
Occidental (3-1) then drove 76 yards in
·-· "
5:26 to put the game away on a 2-yard to set Iup a first and ioal.
touchdown run by .quarterback Dan OsTwo plays later, Osborn double-pumped
· and fired a bullet to Jon Finstun to put the
born.
On USD's first play of the game, Jerome Tigers up 13-7. John Yohannes added the'
McAlpin fumbled the exchange with Spen- extra point.
USD was able to up its first-quarter shut_,r,
cer to set up Occidental on the USO 26-yard
out streak to four games, but two plays into·'.
line.
McAlpin gained 167 yards for the the second quarter, the defense broke down
Toreros on 27 carries .but had two more and allowed Occidental to score on ··a ·'
fumbles, his second after Occidental had fourth-and-13 from the USD 33. Monteroso,·
just scored to lead 14-7, and his third on the who had just come in to quarterback and"
first play of the fourth quarter.
was sacked on the previous play, rolled Jett
"We were just too nervous and kept mak- and hit Norm Stalsberg in the middle of.the"
ing mistakes," said McAlpin. "The coaches end zone to put Occidental on the board
emphasized this game more than the oth- first.
A nervous University of San Diego team

SAN DIEGO UNION
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TOREROS TOPPLE - It is back on the
road this week for USD's football Toreros,
whose perfect, 3-0 record was shattered hr
Occidental 28-7 Saturday at Torero Sta~1um in USO's first home ~ppearance _m
three weeks. The Toreros will be at Whittier Saturday.
·
·
ho
Torero tailback Jerome_Mc Al ~m,
w
. ed 167 yards in 27 carnes aga~t Oxy,
:;bled three times, his first _commg on
the game's initial play and settmg_up Oxy
for a touchdown and a lead that it never
relinquished.
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USDSUMMARY
II.ATE SATURDAY)

OcodentUI
17147-21
Univ. of San Diego
I 7 I 0- 7
O - Sltisberg 34 pass from Montoroso
(YohoMes kick)
SO - Spene!!" 2run (Loni kid)
0- ~ i n 4run (Yohcmes kid)
o - Finstuen 12 poss from Osborne
(Y otimnes kick)
OOs1xrne 4111'1 (Y ol1mnes kid)
NlMlUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING-USO!..McAlpin 'l/-1671_Occidenlal-Kennedv Jg. l.r1, ~in~1114.
PASSING-USO\ Spene!!" 7-1~2-99. Occidefl.
1o1 Os1xrne 1-1 g. -104.
RECEIVING-USO, Rish ~ - Occidentul,
Slolsberg ~7l
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College
Note s
Annicharico
right. on record
passing pace
.

By Larry Weinbaum
The Times-Advocate

(

Sophomore ·quarterback Trent Annicharico, the
former Ramona High School standout, and currently playing at San Diego Mesa Junior College, is the
·
hottest JC gunslinger in the state.
In running Mesa's record to 3-0 this season with
last Saturday's 35-20 win over Grossmont, Annicharico stayed on a pace which projected over the
entire season would shatter both the state singleseason and career yardage records set last year by
El Camino's Tim Green, currently the secondstring QB at USC.
Green, who backs up former.Orange Glen star
Sean Salisbury at USC, broke the records of Mesa's
first All-~erica quarterback Steve Fairchild in
19T1.

Fairchild is now Mesa's QB coach.

Against Grossmont, Annicharico completed 17

passes of 40 passes for 297 yards and three touchdowns. He suffered two interceptions.
. On the season, the slender, soft-spoken right- ·
hander has thrown for 1,019 yards on 63-of-114 passing (55.S percent), 10 TDs and just.a interceptions.
The 35-20 win was easy for Mesa. The Olympians
led 35-7 before surrending a pair of TDs to the Griffins.
■ In the state pass-receiving department, Palomar College's Lato Malauulu and Mesa's Ronald
Rowe continue to run first and second in the r~ings.
Malauulu, who nabbed eight balls worth 90 yards ·
in last Saturday's 20-10 Comets loss at Hancock,
now leads California JCs with 28 receptions for 333·
yards and 2 TDs.
Rowe also caught 8 passes last weekend, worth
140 yards. On the season, Rowe now totals 23
catches for 418 yards and 6 TDs.·
The official California Community Top 10 Football ratings just released by the JC Athletic Bureau
in San Mateo shows Taft (3-0) as the No. 1 team.
Nos. 2 through 10 include: Fullerton (3-0) , De Anza
(S-0) , CC San Francisco (3-o), Saddleback (3-0 ),
San Diego Mesa (S-0), El Camino (3-0 ), Santa Barbara (3-0), Pasadena CC (2-1) , and Sacramento CC
(2-1).

Southwestern College (3-0 l is rated 12th.

■ San Diegu State· s basketball team has added
a Dec. 27 Sports Arena home game to its 1983-84
schedule. Oral Roberts University is the new opponent, making a total of 16 home dates for -SDSU this
.
season.
ORU Coach Dick Acres has two starters and four
lettermen returning from last year's 14-14 club led
by star Mark Acres.
■ San Diego State baseball player Kent Torve •
earned top honors at the local Olympic baseball
tryouts held Sept. 24.
Torve graded the highest overall and will join the
top players from 66 other district tryouts at the fi.
nal selection trials to determine the members of
the 1984·U.S. Olympic team. That final tryout camp
.
is in Louisville on Oct. 22 and 23.
Torve, a junior, who played both third and first
base for the Aztecs the past two seasons, has
a~peared in 122 games, and holds a two-year career .315 batting average.
In addition to Torve, the Nos. 2 through 4 rated
players will be kept in a pool, and may be called to
join the team at a later date.
Those three other rated players in order: pitcher
Tom Seyler from USD ; catcher John Carlson from
SDSU and Mesa outfielder Frank Klopp, formerly
of Ramona High School.
■ On the women's side ·on Montezuma Mesa, the
SDSU vollyball team improved to 18-4 overall and
S-1 in WCAA play with a pair of wins last week at
Arizona State and Arizona.
The Aztecs, coached by Rudy Suwara and captained by fQ..rmer San Pasqual three-sport letterman Sue Hegerle, defeated the Sun Devils in
Tempe, 9-15, 15-12, 15-7 and 15-12 on Sept. 29.
· SDSU then beat the Wildcats in Tucson the following night by scores of 5-15, 15-11, 15-7, 9-15 and
.
15-11.
The victories improved the Aztecs, the defending
WCAA champs, to No. 10 in the NCAA Poll and No.
7 in the Tachikara Coaches Poll.
· The University of Hawaii women's volleyball _,.-team is currently No. 1 in both polls.
■ When the NBA Clippers meet the Utah Jazz in
an exhibition game Sunday at the USD Sports Center, all proceeds from ticket sales will go into the
USD Athletic Dept.
Tickets are ;4 and may be obtained through the
· USD box office by contacting Betty Murphy at 293.
4551 or Ted Gosen in the Sports Information Dep;,..-at 291-6480, ext. 4272.
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USD play

"Barefoot in the Park"

(

The University of San Diego' s
Theatr e Arts Progra m presen ts
Neil Simon 's "Baref oot in the
Park." Octob er 6th throug h the
9th.
Perfor mances of Simon 's
clas"sic comed y will be at 8 p.m ..
with a 2 p.m. matine e on Sunda y
the 9th, in the Camin o Theatr e.
Gene ral admis sion for
"Baref oot in the Park" is $4;
studen ts and senior s. $3 ;
childre n. $2. Ticket s may be
purcha sed at the Box Office
prior to each perfor mance .

The cast of USO studen ts and
alumn i includ es: Adrie nne
O'Har a as Corie; Don Cavan agh
as The Teleph one Repair Man;
Andre w Shrive r as The Delive ry
Man; Bill Mitche ll as Paul;
Gloria Blanco as Mrs. Banks;
and Jimmy Ankles aria as Victor
Velasco. The produc tion is
under the directi on of Pamel a
Conno lly, assisted by Marily n
Green.
For more inform ation. call
291-6480. ext. 4712.
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Oxy .jinx
holds for
Toreros
By JIM EVANS
Senti nel Correspondent

You could scarcely blame at
USD football players if, the
next time they have an
unbeaten streak on the line,
they opt not to expose in
against Occidental College.
Last year, for instance, the
Toreros risked their 3-0 record
against the Oxy Tigers on a national television broadcast
(prompted by the NFL
players' strike) . . Heavily
favored , USD lost badly.
Last weekend, with revenge
on their minds, the Toreros
took a season-opening threegame winning streak into a
rematch with the Tigers at
Alcala Park.
Unfortunately for USD fans,
the result was the same.
Buoyed by an opportunistic
defense and a well-balanced
offensive attack, Occidental
eventually wore down the
Toreros en route to a 28-7 victory Saturday night.
Although Occidental was
certainly sound enough to win
without any help from the opposition, the Tigers were
greatly aided by a rash of USD
mistakes. To their chagrin and
frustration, the Toreros found
the pigskin to be a very elusive
item all evening long.
The jittery home team
coughed up the football on .
eight occasions, including six
fumbles . The constant stream
of giveaways proved to the undoing of coach Brian Fogarty's
crew.

"The game was closer t ~
,. the score indicated," s~d
Fogarty, who lost for the first
time as head coach at USD.
"But with eight turnov~rs Y?u
really can't expec~ to Wl?· Im
genuinely disappomted ~.that
aspect of bow we played.
Fogarty was somewhat baffled by the innumerab~e
miscues committed by his
·ttl
charges.
" Maybe the kids were~ li .e
too emotional," he sru.d, ~
reference to the Toreros
hopes of avenging last year's
loss. But, from an ?ver~
perspective, Fogarty sru.d h~ is
basically satisfied with the upprovements the players are
making.took a step back this
"We
week," said the coach, "but
other than that I'm really h~pPY with the progress we ve
made both offensively and
,
defensively."
The tenor of Saturday s
game was established at the
outset when running back
Jero~e McAlpin bobbled ~
handoff from quarterback Phil
Spencer on USD's initial _play
from scrimmage. The Tigers
recovered the ball · on the
(Continued on page B-2)

1uso loses Will streakr
•

(Continued from page B-1 )

Torero 26, but failed to convert
the turnover into a score.
Oxy broke the scoreless
deadlock early in the second
quarter. Faced with a fourthand-13 situation on the USD 34,
the Tigers went for the first
down.
Quarterback Jeff Monteroso
rolled left, then a tight spiral
across his body to tight end
Nonn Stalsberg, who made a
leaping grab in the middle of
the endzone to give his side a
7-0 lead with 14: 13 left in the
half.
The Toreros responded later
in the period with a groundoriented nine-play, 52-yard
sco,ring drive. To no one's surprise, McAlpin, who topped the
100-yard mark for the . third
time this season with 167yards
on the groun d, was the
workhorse on the drive.
The 5-foot-9, 180-pound
senior toted the ball seven
times for 36 yards on the
possession, which ended when
Spencer sprinted three · yards

into the endzone. When Bob
Lozzi tacked on the extra

point, the score was knotted at
seven with 37 seconds left in
the first half.
But the tie was destined to be
shortlived, because the Tigers
wasted little time in tallying
the go-ahead touchdown. Starting from its own 21-yard line
after the second half kickoff,
Oxy needed just 91 seconds to
drive 79 yards in six plays.
The big play in the drive was
a 47-yard romp by Tim Kennedy on an off-tackle play.
Fullbck Jeff Goldstein got the
score on a four-yard burst up
the middle.

After Occidental extended
its margin to 21-7 later in the
third quarter, the Toreros
mounted one last drive .
However, with 11 minutes left
in the game, wide receiver
Michael Rish caught a 28-yard
pass from Spencer but then
coughed up the ball after being
hit. The Tigers recovered on
their own 24, killing USD's lasy
/
drive.
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Clippers play at USD

(

The San Diego Clipp.ers, attempt ing to
establish themselv es as one of the NBA's better
teams, will play their opening exhibition game of
the 1983-84 season this weekend in Linda Vista.
The Clippers will host the Utah Jazz Sunday
night at 7 at the USD Sports Center.
The game is a benefit for the USD athletic
departm ent. The Clippers are also holding daily
pre-season workouts at USD that are open to the
public.

-----------;;~/'
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French consul gives talk at USD
(

Francois Mouton, Consul General of France at
Los Angeles, will address the San Diego Chapter
of the Alliance Francaise Saturday, Oct. 15 at 2
p.m. at the Hahn School of Nursing, University of
San Diego.
Mouton will lecture on ''The Continuing
Dialogue between France and the United
States."
This program represents Mouton 's first of-

ficial contact with the San Diego Frenchspeaking community since his appointment as
Consul General. His lecture will be delivered in
French.
Alliance Francaise is a non-profit organization
dedicated to the promotion of French language
,,..,
and culture. Annual membership is $15 per person. Admission to lectures is free for membe~~- . / "
T ·
$3.50 for non-members, $2 for students.
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Reservations have reached the halfway mark for
the University of San Diego Auxiliary's 27th annual
fashion show and luncheon Oct. 31 at the San DiegoHilton. Attendance will be limited to 600, according
to reservations chairman Mrs. Edward T. Keating.
Tickets are being issued to individuals and table
patrons and proceeds will go the the USD student
financial aid program.
Mrs. William Edwards Jr. is chairman of the event
which has "Masquerade" as its theme in honor of the
Halloween date.
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McKinnon discusses
airline strike at USD

(

Continental Airlines' recent decision to file a
bankruptcy notice in an effort to dissolve its
employees' union contracts raises questions
about the impact of deregulation on the airline
industry.
On Oct. 10, Dan McKinnon, chairman of the
U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board, will address the
Continental situation in a lecture at the Universi. ty of San Diego School of Law. The lecture ,
"Airline Deregulation at Work," will be held inside Grace Courtroom, third level, at 12:30 p.m.
and is free to the public.
McKinnon, a native San Diegan and owner of
radio station KSON AM-FM, was appointed to his
government post by President Reagan.
For more information, call Bill Becker at
291-6480.
/
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"Airline Deregulation at Work:'
Dan McKinnon, chainnan of the
U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board, will
discuss recent airline bankruptcies
and the effect on union contracts,
Monday, October 10, 12:30 p.m. ,
Grace Courtroom, USD Law
School, Alcala Gardens, Linda
Vista Road, Linda Vista. Free .

291-6480.
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h Dan Berger" will be
"Two Special Wine Seminars Wit
Diego. "Varietal Breakheld at the University of San
secutive Tuesday evencon
down" will be presented on
mium Wines" will be
ings, through Oct. 25. "Super Pre ugh Nov. 23. Registhro
held Wednesday evenings, Nov. 2 $20 per session . The
or
$60
is
es
seri
full
h
eac
tration for
DeSales Hall Board
the
in
.
p.m
seminars are held at 6:30
Continuing Education.
Room and are sponsored by USD
s, call 293-4585.
For information and reservation
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Law School
At UCSDGets
AGoing Over
Debate Is Rich;
USD Wants Study,
Of Santa Barbara?
By HERBERT LOCKWOOD
SAN DIEGO DAILY TRANSCRIPT Staff Writer

At a state Senate Committee on
Finance hearing yesterday on a
proposed wedding between Cal
Western School of Law and UCSD,
Chairman Alfred E. Alquist, D-San
Jose, admitted there was an imbalance of public law schools.
"There are three UC schools in
Northern California and only one in
Southern California at UCLA. I
propose we eliminate either Davis or
Hastings, then install a school-at
UCSD instead," the state senator
said.
Sen. Milton Marks turned white
and muttered, "I hope he's kidding."
Marks is a Hastings School of Law
graduate and represents San
Francisco.
In the past, Alquist has indicated
thAt there are far too many a!.•
torneys, that some form of birth
control should be applied to those
smitten with the urge to practice
law.
Several months ago, he
suggested the state close down all
four UC law schools, thereby saving
the system $30 million a year. There
would be no loss, he said, since there
were far too many lawyers in
California anyway.
The hearing at the SDG&E
auditorium on the proposed incorporation of Cal Western Law
School with UCSD was kicked of! by
Sen. Wadie Deddeh, D-Chula Vista,
who pointed out that the transfer
would result in less rather than more
attorneys. Enrollment is now 750,
will be 500 if and when the school
becomes part of UCSD.
Deddeh has sponsored a senate
resolution calling for a study of the
proposed merger.
"We're the seventh largest
community in the country, but we
don't have a public law school,"
Deddeh stated.
He added that 13% of all U.S. ·
lawyers are California practioners.
The state bar says it has 79,882
members; there are 5,580 lawyers in
San Diego County, and 612,593 in
the country.
Superior Court Judge Franklin
B. Orfield, who is chairman of the
board of trustees of the law school,
said the establishment has more
/ConUnued on Page <A/

I
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Proposed Law School
w

(Continued from Page
than 2,400 graduates, a
distinguished faculty, and a 130,000volume law Hbrary worth millions.
"Our assets are more than $12
million, our cash flow is excellent
and we have a debt of $350,000,
which we can pay off anytime. We
have no axes to grind," the judge
told committee members.
The idea is to sell the valuable
land and building at 350 Cedar St.
and apply the money to a law school
building on the UCSD campus.
Harold Geiogue, principal
education analyst of the legislative
analyst's office, said the state now
has 48 law schools. Of these, 16 are
American Bar Associationapproved, 17 are California accredited, three are preliminarily
state accredited, and the balance is
unaccredited.
The analyst said the amount
realized by the sale of the law school
facility would come closer to $7
million than $12 million, that a school
with 500 students would cost $4
million a year to run. UC Davis has
500 law school students, is the size
proposedforthelocalfacility.
He added that the local school is
ABA-approved, but UC students
have twice the bar exam pass rate of
Cal Western. "The average charge
for a Cal Western student is $6,400 a
year, while the UC figure is $1,400.
Who's going to make up the difference?"
.When he stepped down Sen.
Alquist commented, "California is
probably the most litigious state in
the nation, and has more lawyers
than any state; doesn't this tell us
something?"
Another legislator added, "And
the two most litigious counties in the
country are San Diego and Dade
(Miami) Counties."
A study committee has strongly
supported the idea of the merger,
said UCSD Chancellor Richard C.
Atkinson. "We felt that a school, in
time, could not only be in th.? top
20% of all schools but would be one
of the top 20 law schools in the
nation," he said.
The chancellor pointed out that
his school was by no means as
dependent on the state as generally
thought.
"Of a budget of $420 million a
year. only $100 million comes from
the state of California," he said.
The school has attracted huge
amounts of federal and priva·t e
grants.

Asked if there was space for a
law school, Atkinson said, "We have
2,200 acres: we're land rich, but our
. first priority is developing a building
for an engineering school."
Gary Plantz, special assistant to
David Chigos, National University
president, said his school, which also
has a law school, supports the
proposed merger.
Rather than use tax money for
the support of law students, he
advocated deferring tuition
payments until three years after
graduation, when the average attorney is making $33,000 a year. The
·plan has been tried in Minnesota;and
has proved to be successful, he said.
University of San Diego Prof.
Bert Lazerow said his school would
like the results of a thorough 'Study
made on the merger before USD will
take a ~ition on the subjf:Ct.
"And why UCSD? Riverside,
Irvine, and Santa Barbara all want
law schools," he said.
Steve Arditti, UC legislative
representative, said a UC study
should be completed in the spring of
1984. "If you started a law library
from scratch it would ~t you $40 a
volume to buy, catalogue, and file,"
said Cal Western School of Law
Dean Ernest C. Friesen. "To replace
O\ll" 130,000 volumes would cost close
to $5 million."
"And, since we parted from
USIU seven years ago, the library
has grown from 48,000 to 130,000
volumes," President R.obert
Castetter said.
Sen. John Seymour asked Dean
Friesen why Cal Western pass rates
on the bar exam were so low.
"Hall of our students are from
out of state and don't intend to
practice in California. They took the
exam, but not seriously," the dean
explained.
The following are members of a
group supporting the merger: Dr.
Albert L. Anderson, Stanley E.
Foster, U.S. District Judge Earl B.
Gilliam, Dewitt A. Higgs, Judge
Larry Kapiloff, R. Barry McComic,
William E. Nelson, Dr. Ralph R. .
Ocampo, Paul A. Peterson, John S.
Rhodes, William B. Rick, Forrest N.
Shumway, Fred C. Stalder, and
former Judge William A. Yale.

A University of California regent
for 16 years, Atty. Dewitt Higgs, a
founder of the San Diego law firm of
Higgs, Fletcher & Mack, said the
proposed merger "will be good for
the community, for the legal
profession, for the University · of

-California, and for Cal Western."
He added that "we may turn out
too many lawyers, but we're not
turning out too many good ones. We
are looking for talented lawyers."
Chairman Alquist said, "One
lawyer in a small town will starve to
death; two will get rich. Why should
law students be subsidized to the
tune of $5,000 a year?"
"This would be a legitimate state
expenditure," said Higgs.
"Why are we turning out lawyers
we don't need instead of engineers
we do need?" the senator asked the
attorney.
"I remember when UC was
accused of turning out too many
engineers," Higgs said. "Maybe too
many legislators are being turned
out."
Judge Earl Gilliam said he
supported the merger, that UC
schools produce quality education at
low cost to the student.
Atty. Paul Peterson said he was
grateful for the low cost education
he received, added that UC law
schools were highly selective.
"More than 11,000 students
applied to the four UC law schools,
and 900 were admitted. The state
has not responded to a need."
"How many applied because of
their egos? There are too many
lawyers now," the chairman commented.
"I don't share your view,"
Peterson said. There aren't enough
good ones."
"Are you creating more work for
the courts by encouraging the filing
of frivolous lawsuits?"
"There are people who want a
legal education, and the opportunity
is not being provided," Peterson
said. "I don't think lawyers are bad;
I feel good about being a lawyer."
Sen. Marks said, "Frivolous
lawsuits are few in number and are
initiated by litigants, not by attorneys. To sue, a lawyer must have
a client."
"I see a growing movement to
abolish bar exams. This would be a
terrible mistake," the committee
chairman said.
"No respectable lawyers says
that; most say, make exams
tougher," Peterson replied.
After the hearing, Sen. Alquist
was asked what sort of a reaction he
had received to his proposal to close
down all UC law schools.
"There were expressions of rage
from UC and the bar. I just wanted
them to know that someone was
~
looking over their shoulder."

.
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Breakfast
•
seminars
at USD
Developing com- '
municative skill
to
enhance business provides the focus for two
lectures Friday in the second week of UPDATE
breakfast seminars sponsored by the University
of San Diego.
Dr. Cynthia Pavett,
associate professor of
Organization al
Behavior, will present
"Positive Feedback and
Enhanced Productiviry"
at the Uni.ersity Club,
1333 7th Ave. The lecture will provide
strategies for u si ng
pe r formance-relate d
feedback to obta i n
meaningful results.
At the La Jolla Village
Inn , Interstate 5 at La
Joll a Village D rive,
P hillip L. H u nsaker,
professor of management, will explain the
relationship between
"Personal Decision
Styles and Managerial
Effectiven ess."
Bot h seminars run
from 7:30 to 9 a. m.
Single session admission
is $20; series admission is ·
$120. Advanced regist ration may be obtained ·by
co nt a cting P enn y
Navarro at 293 -4585.

OCT 3

1983

• " Pe rson al dec isi on styl es and
managerial e ~" will be the
topic of an Update breakfast seminar
sponsored by the University o f San
Diego School of Business faaJhy at the
University Club, 1333 Seventh /we.,
7:30 to 9 a.m. A S20 ~ includes break·
fast. seminar and materials. 1v:MJnce
registration is enc:our~ For further
information. phone 293--4585.
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Two Updare breakfast lectures
have been scheduled from 7:30 to 9
a.m. Oct. 14 by the University ?f
San Diego. Dr. Cynthia Pavett will
discuss "Positive Feedback ~d
Enhanced Productivity" in a ~e.ss1on
at the University Club. P~illip L.
Hunsaker will explain th e
relationshu> between "Person.al
Decision Styles and Managerial
Effectiveness" at the La Jolla
Village Inn. Admission will be $20
for either lecture.
,.-

•
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Business seminars begin
The first weekly breakfast business-update seminar sponsored by
the University of San Diego School of
Business Administration begins
today at the University Club and La
Jolla Village Inn. The series contin•
ues every Friday ther~ter. The cost
is $140 fo the full series of eight
seminars.
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:Toreros try to rebound at Whittier
-

I'

The University of San Diego Toreros will try to rebound from a 28-7 loss a week ago to Occidental College
when they travel to Whittier to face the undefeated (2-0)
Whittier Poets tomorrow night at 7:30.
USD (3-1) lost to Whittier 20-18 last year. The Toreros
are led by senior tailback Jerome McAlpin, who has
rushed for 483 yards and three touchdowns. Defensively,
Greg Stein is leading the team with 31 tackles.
The Toreros return home next Saturday to entertain
University of La Verne.

JEROME McALPIN
Leading rusher

(

GREG STEIN
bt'kler

, ... ailina

-

-
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=~oreros nip Whittier 23-19
..
WHITTIER - Reboundg after a fumble on their
·rst play from scrimmage
t . up an easy Whittier
touchdown, the University
of San Diego Toreros scored
•l3 straight points, then held
ff the Poets for a 23-19 victory here last night.
: ..The Toreros, winning
lie!!" fourth against one
ldss, quickly tied the score
....:at 7 on a five-play 54-yard
· •'drive capped by an 8-yard
'touchdown pass to Michael
, Rish from quarterback Phil
-Spencer, who keyed the
drive with a 3~yard run.
,: "Bob Lozzi put USD ahead
:: ~ to stay early in the second
: , quarter with the first of his
three field goals, this from
~ 30 yards out, and Roger
, • Cloutier's fumble recovery
.. n~r midfield soon set up
the Toreros. for their second
~ touchdown .
~
Three plays after the re: ..- covery, Jerome McAlpin,
.. ~ USD's leading rusher with
~:• 9a,.. yards on 23 carries,
_;..:: broke loose for a 43-yard
.:: :: touchdown gallop, which,
: • with Lozzi's extra point
.- ~ made it 17-7.
·: .. :Lozzi added a 20-yard
•: field goal just before halftifne and booted a 38-yarder
:: .., in'"the third quarter to make
:- it'23-7 before the Poets (2-1),
:: hf:.ld t~ 59 total yards in the
:- ;. fi[st half, began their futile
,: - rally.
. - .,. · Whittier's Mike Frazette,
:: -; who came off the bench for
:: t6e second half and hit on 13
:: of 29 passes for 178 yards,
·: • hit Mike Franco for a 6.- yard touchdown pass in the
- third quarter.
The Poets missed on the
. conversion kick, however,
and when Joey Jordan, who
: : : scored Whittier's first-quar:: :. ter touchdown on a 12-yard
- ~amper, plunged in from a
yard out for the last touch. down with less than two
!Dinutes remaining, the
Poets were forced to try for
two-pointer.
,- _• ~ Frazette's pass fell inr.
complete, however, and the
; : '. Toreros were able to grind
out the 1:55 remaining on
- • ~e clock, which ran out on
~
the Poets as they fielded a
USD punt

,, -• a

usb finished with 173
yards rushing and 252 ·total
yards. The Toreros gave up
213 passing yards, but they
intercepted three passes,

--

with Judah Mitchell, Pete
McMahon and Jerry Schmit
each picking off one.
The Toreros play host to
La Verne next Saturday.
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TOREROS WIN - Somebody said the University of
San Diego Toreros didn't have a rh~e or a reason
after the Whittier Poets scored a qwck touchdown,
following a fumble by USD on the first play from
scrimmage Saturday night. But the ~orer?s . came
storming back to topple the Poets 23-19 m Whittier for
their fourth win against a single defeat.
Seemingly it was not a case of poetic justice, as the
host club ca~e up empty on. a two-po~t ~ late ~ the
contest lhat would have brought it within two points.
USD had 173 yards rushing but gave up 213 passing
yards. Three interceptions - one each by Judah
Mitchell, Pete McMahon and Jerry Schmidt - stopped
Whittier drives.
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I USD fundraiser is on v
Tickets are still available for the 27th annual
fa shion luncheon to benefit the University of San
Diego 's student aid program.
The event, sponsored by the USD Auxiliary,
will begin at 11 a .m . Monday, Oct. 31 at the San
Diego Hilton. Tickets are $25 per person. Call ~
291-6480 ext. 4271 for details.
_,,-
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.. FASHION SHOWI ReservationsV

'

: are being accepted for the annual University of
San Diego Auxiliary Fashion Show and Luncheon
at 11 a .m. Monday, Oct. 31, at the Hilton Hotel on
Mission Bay. Cost is $25 per person or $250 for
each patron table. Call 291-MIIO.
.,,.,,.,,,-

-
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'Mediating In ~
Golden Hill
Is Imitated
By BILL BURRIS
SAN DIEGO D.ULY TRANSCRIPT Swi Writer

Bolster ed by a "success rate" of
about 90% in a pilot program in the
Golden Hill area, the San Diego Law
Center of the Univer sity of San
Diego School of Law has joined
forces . with the Mira Mesa Community Council in establis hing a
. Mira Mesa Mediation Center to
assist in resolving minor dispute s
betwee n community residen ts.
.A judge, two attorne ys, a police
officer. a probation officer. a
~ter . a high school vice principal, a student and busines s
comm unity and minor ity
represe ntative s are among 17
membe rs of the plannin g board for
the center.
The board is to hold •ts first
meeting at 6 p.m. today in w e social
hall at Mira Mesa Presby terian
Church.
Carol Hallstrom. an attorne y and
coordin ator of program develop ment
for the Law Center, said goal of H"
program is develop ment of an e ~fective alterna te to the court system
for resolution of minor dispute s.
"The Law Center will provide a
small staff to coordin ate the
develop ment and implem entation of
the program , but the policies and
procedu res will be determ ined
primari ly by the people who live and
work in Mira Mesa," she said.
"Basically. the neighbo rhood
program will be an oppC1rtunity for
the community to exercis e greater
respon sibility for trouble some
behavio rs occurri ng within its
borders .
"It will be a commu nity-ba sed
program for which the center will
provide technical assistan ce, but its
~
(Continued on Page 6A )

--- --- --- - ----=- ;

Iviira Mesa Mediation

(Continued from f!1K!!. lA)
success will depend on tlie active
involve ment of a broad cross-se ction
of the community."
Serving on the plannin g board
are to be Nancy Ajemia n, directo r of
..,J,he Harmon ium family counsel ing
program ; Sgt. James Baker of the
San Diego Police Depart ment; Herb
Barnum , a senior citizen residen t;
Gene Batalla, a clinical social worker
with the Douglas Young Clinic;
Sandy Boyle of the San Diego
County Probati on Depart ment;
Danisi Elliott of Harmon ium and
Jack Dean, a busines sman.
Also Judge Ronald Domnit z of
municipal court; Otis Funche s, vice
principal of Mira Mesa High School;
Carol Hallstrom of the Law Center;
Hector Molina , a commu nity
residen t; Shirlee Rathma nn of
Pardee Constru ction; Rosem ary
Ricks, a residen t; Rev. Dougla s
Riddle, a Method ist ministe r; Attys.
Gary Sander s and Joan Scimeca; and
Len Wbeiland, a Mira Mesa High
student .
Ms. Hallstrom said the mediati on
center process will be a volunta ry
one in which a mediato r listens to
both sides of a dispute and, althoug h
he or she does not decide who is
right or wrong, assists the parties to
reach their own agreem ent.
Fundin g for the Law Center' s
work in developing the alterna tive
dispute resolution program is being
provide d by the County of San
Diego.
Membe rs of the plannin g board
in this evening"s meeting are to
observe a simulat ed mediati on
present ation by a mediato r from the
Golden Hill Mediation Center.
Ms. Hallstro m said the Golden
Hill center since the end of April has
received 225 calls for service , about
80% referral s from social service
and other governm ental and community agencies and about 20%
from ~dividu als involved a dispute .

W

·

About half the cslli, she said,
were about matters t hat could not be
mediat ed. In many of those cases,
the callers were referre d to other
social service s, govern mental
· agencie s or private attorne ys for
assistan ce.
Of those cases in which , ediation
appear ed possible, Ms. E :ill.strom
said agreem ent was received for
particip ation by both the initiato r
and respon dent about 60 to 70% of
the time.
Agreem ent has .b een reached
betwee n the two parties inyolved in
more than 90% of the cases in which
assistan ce of a mediat or was
arrange d.
Most of the dispute s resolve d to
date in the Golden Hill area have
involved claims for money. Ms.
Hallst rom said, includi ng landlordte nant, employ er-emp loyee
and contrac tor work dispute s.

In one · of the do~esti c cases,
involvi ng a runawa y teenage r. the
mother and daught er worked out a
contra ct betwee n themse lves
establis hing such things as curfew
hours and visits to the home by
friends of the daughte r.
Ms. Hallstr om said the mediati on
program in Golden Hill has not only
saved attorne y fees and possible
court time for particip ants but that
mediat ion session s have been
arrange d at conven ient times so
particip ants have not had to miss
work.
In one case involving a dispute
over a fence, a mediato r went to the
site because the complainant was a
handica pped woman who objecte d to
a neighbo r family hanging clot hes to
dry over a fence bet ween her home
and theirs.
In that case, the dispute was
resolve d with the neighbor family
agreein g to hang their clothing along
their own side of the fence in a
fashion so that it could not be seen
and conside red an eyesore from the
opposit e side.
"We have been encoura ged by
what has been developing in Golden
Hill," Ms. Hallstro m said.
In some cases, she said, problems
have been resolved simply by the
staff talking by phone with each of
the parties involved and pro\·iding
directio n where there had be-en a
breakdoVl-n in informa tion b, · ween
.the two sides.
The board for the mediation
program in Golden Hill is chaired by
Judge Robert O'Neill of super ior
court. Paul Wohlm uth, a profess or
at the USD law school. helped pl:.n
the Golden Hill project and serves on
its board.
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Toreros edge P.oets; Mesa blasted

One local football overcam e an early deficit to yards in the contest.
.scor~ a victory , while another was demolished by
Whittier was
a powerful rushing attack in games held before starting down 23-7 in the third quarter
a rally that fell just short.
Saturda y.
In
Bakersf
ield.,
Mesa struck first but then fell
USO spotted its host, Whittier, an early
before
its
hosts'
onslaug
ht of 500 yards total oftouchdown before scoring 23 straigh t points and
fense.
Some
392
of
those
yards came on the
recordi ng a 23-19 win. The Toreros thus bounced
back successfully from a loss to Occidental and ground .
moved their record to 4-1 .
Mesa, meanw hile, now stands at 3-1 after seeing its three-g ame win streak snapped at
Bakersfi~ld College . The Olympians, ranked second in ·the nation among JC teams last week,
were plowed under by Bakersfield, 52-13.
USO's Toreros , after playin~ giveaway against
Occidental, fumbled on their first · play from
scrimm age at Whittier. The Poets converted the
, turnove r into an easy touchdown.
But the Toreros rallied on their next possession, . tying the score ·at seven apiece when
quarter back Phil Spence r connec ted with
Michael Rish for an eight-y ard touchdown.
Bob ~zzi then put USO ahead to stay with a
30-yard field goal early in the second quarter .
Lozzi wound up with three field goals in the
game.
Down 10-7, the Poets fumbled. Running back
Jerome McAlpin, once again ·USO's leading
rusher, took full advant age of the miscue by running 43 yards for a score. McAlpin picked up 95

.----
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Church continues job plany

(

Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m ., at All Hallows
The All Hallows/ Mary Sta r of the Par ish Center. "Working Through
Sea Job Pro gra m for skilled and Resistance to Change'' will be
s,
professional persons seekingoffirece pre sen ted by Jan et M. Simof
employment will continue its
ctor
dire
and
st
logi
cho
psy
clinical
hours from 9 a .m . to 1 p.m . on the Eat ing Disorders Clinic from
9
the
ing
dur
s
day
Frid ays and Sun
the University of San Diego; and
a .m ., 10:30 a .m. and noon mas ses at Debbie Hall, clinical psychologist of
All Hallows Catholic Church, 6602 the Biofeedback Institute of San
La Joll a Scenic Drive South.
Diego.
Ma nag ers are asked to call in job
Fam ilie s, adult children and
at
rs
hou
e
thos
ing
openings dur
friends of the unemployed are in459-2975.
/
vited to attend.
The next free evening pro gra m is
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D
Nuclear
film festival
to be held
SAN DIEGO - The First
Film
Nuclear
Annual
Festival will be held at the
University of San Diego,
Oct. 16.
Twelve films concerning
the nuclear arm'S race, inWithout
"War
cluding
Last
"The
Winners ,"
"No
and
Epidemic,"
Frames, No Boundaries,"
will be shown without
breaks, Professor Robert L.
Simmons of the School of
Law said.
The film festival, which
takes place at the Camino
Theatre, begins at l p.m.
and ends at 8 p.m. The film
festival may become an annual event that will call
attention to the hazards of
an intentional or accidental
nuclear war. ·
Festival sponsors include
the Peace Resource Center,
CEAN, the Peace and
Justice Commission of the
Catholic Diocese, Pacific
SANE and SAND. SAND is a
student organization at the
University of San Diego
supporting nuclear disarmament.
Admission is $3 for adults,
$2 for students and seniors.
The price of admission entitles tic~older s to see all
or part / of the seven-hour
presentation.
Call USD, 265-0730 for information and mail-order
·
tickets.

.
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William S. McConnor, presi denP
of the Union 76 division and senior
vice president of Union Oil Co., is to
discuss the U.S. petroleum outlook
on Oct. 19 at the Unive rsity of San
Diego. McConnor, who will be guest
speak er at USD Corp orate
Associates' second donor recognition
luncheon, says the supply and

r--demand dynamics of the petrol eum
indust ry are largely misunderstood,
even by corporate America.

(
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Fre nc h con sul ge ne ral to sp eak

~

Fran cois Mouton, consul gene ral for
Angeles , will spea k at 2 p.m . Satu rdayFrat ice in Los
School of Nursing, Univ ersit y of San at the Hahn
addr ess the San Diego chap ter of the Diego. He will
Alliance Fran -

I

cais e on ''Th e Continuing Dialogue Be-tw
and the United Stat es." For mor e info een- Fra nc~
rma tion call
279-5158.
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Second mediation center
planned for Mira Mesa
By Vicki Torres
Tribune Staff Writer

(

Mira Mesa residents who battle
-neighbors over blocked driveways,
barking dogs or run-down fences will
be able to seek help through a neighborhood mediation service scheduled
1
to begin in January.
The service will be patterned after
one already working in Golden Hill,
said Carol Hallstrom, an attorney
with the San Diego Law Center.
"Mira Mesa is experiencing the
kind of conflicts appropriate to mediation," Hallstrom said of the move
into the North City neighborhood.
She said the area has large numbers of juveniles, a large residential
area with houses close together, and
a growing Filipino population mixing
with small black and Hispanic
groups, among whom cultural differences can sometimes spark conflicts.
The city's first neighborhood Illediation center began operation in
April in Golden Hill at 24th Street
and Broadway. Funded by a $50,000
grant from the Weingart Foundation,
the center is sponsored by the San
Diego County Bar Association and
the University of San Diego Law
School.
Hallstrom said two full-time staff -

members help screen requests for
services and spread word in the community about the center.
"Mediation is not yet a household
word," Hallstrom said, adding that
such centers have only recently
sprung up in San Francisco; New
Haven, Conn.; and Boulder, Colo.
The purposes of the center are to
resolve community disputes by introducing a third person - usually a
community volunteer trained in mediation techniques - to help the
sides reach agreement and compromise.
Hallstrom said mediation centers
enable disputes to be settled quickly,
within a few weeks, instead of
through costly and time-consuming
court procedures.
In Golden Hill, 15 mediators are
used, including three bilingual Spanish-speaking .volunteers.
"The success rate is well over 90
percent," Hallstrom said of disputes
submitted to mediation, "and the stability of the agreements is very
high."
The county Board of Supervisors
took notice of the work done in Golden Hill and allocated $50,000 for a
second center.
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BASKETBALL PRACTICE UNDER WAY - San Diego
State basketball coach Smokey Gaines opened pre-season
practice this morning with his biggest team ever, while at
the other end of Mission Valley USD coach Jim Brovelli
opened the 1983-84 season with his tallest team. And both
coaches are heading through roughly five weeks of practice looking for point guards.
At State, heir-apparent Anthony Watson is among the
missing, enrolled at Mesa College for the fall semester
and not eligible to play until mid-December. By then
transfer Jeff Konek, sophomore Bobby Owens or even
walk-on Norm Brown may have the inside track to the
spot. Brown was an all-CIF player at San Diego High two
years ago and has returned after spending a year at a
Missouri junior college.
The Aztec frontcourt, built around All-American candidate Michael Cage, could be one of the best in the nation
if 6-foot-9 transfers Michael Kennedy and Andre Ross
perform up to their advance billing. One national scouting
service last year listed them as the Nos. 1 and 4 junior
college big men in the country, respectively.
This is the first season Gaines has had a full complenent of 14 scholarship players, including five returners,
'ive freshmen and four junior college transfers. Along
iith Baker, Al Attles, son of the former Golden State
:oach, looks like a strong candidate to make the club as a
valk-on. The Aztecs open Nov. 28 at St. Mary's in Moraga.
The Toreros, meanwhile, open camp with 15 players on
be roster, five taller than 6-8, including outstanding
reshman recruit Scott Thompson, 6-11.
"This is the first year we've broken through in recruit1g high school players who were heavily recruited by
ome top schools," Brovelli said.
_
_
Point guard Rich Davis graduated, leavmg the Job to
enior John Prunty, alth~ugh 6-4 Chris Carr and 6-2 Al
loscatel both transfers, could also figure in there by the
me the season starts Nov. 18 against the Australian
;ational Team.
1
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Special celebrations: The University of San Diego
Women's Club and Fashion Valley mall will launch pro-

F s
Ca
grams for Women's Opportunity '\Ji eek at 2 p.m. today at
the mall tower with a series of discussions on topics
ranging from job search strategies to health care and
consumer rights. The series will continue through 3:30
p.m. Saturday as part of the university's contributions to
the community and the advancement of women .. . Also
celebrating the week will be a talk by Dr. Carolle JeanMurat on "Women and Power" at 5:30 p.m. Thursday at
the new Bullock's store at Grossmont Center. Her talk
will be followed by a fashion show of women's clothes for
investment dressing, says Connie Foote, the store's fashion coordinator, and is open to the public without charge.
Refreshments will be served ... Four women involved in
the world of fashion will take part in a seminar on careers in fashion set for 6 to 9 p.m. Wednesday at Fashion
Careers of California. Designer Billie Watkins, store
owner Leslie Bercovitz, image consult.ant Sandra Sherman and fashion stylist Meleah Nelson will discuss "A
Career in Fashion - Is It in Your Future?" A siirie show
of women working in fashion careers, plus school study
trips to Los Angeles and New York will be presented
along with a fashion show of accessories designed by
members of the school's fashion show production class.
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Mrs. William H. Edwards Jr., chairman of the Union
,versity of San Diego Auxiliary 's annual fashithe
at
out
sold
,luncheon Oct. 31, reports the event is
capacity of 700. The event to benefit the studento
financial aid program is planned for the San Dieg
Hilton Hotel.
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By MARK STADLER
Sen ti nel Sta ff

Photo by Doranne Olli

Brian Fogarty, USC's new head football coa~h, pleads his case with an o'fficial from the sideline~ Saturday.

When Brian Fogarty arrived
at USD last March, h1s biggest
concern was how he would
relate to co1lege athletes . This
was understandable, since he
had spent his entire professional career as a coach and
teacher of high school
students.
He needn't have worried .
Things- have worked out well.
"Dealing with adults has
been a nice change," says
USD's new head football coach
with a grin.
Fogarty has also adjusted
quickly to coaching football on
the NCAA, Division III level
after 13 years at St. Francis
High in La Canada. Taking
over a team that finished 4-6
last year, Fogarty has already
· exceeded 1982's win total.
Entering this weekend's
game against Hayward State
at Alcala Park, the Toreros
stand at 5-1. Their most recent
win came by a 28-14 score over
La Verne Saturday.
Not surprisingly, Fogarty
has had a good time so far this
season.
"It's been a good change,"
Fogl;\rty said the other day in
his office, while rain drizzled
to the ground outside on the
football field .

' '. I'm having a lot of fun . I'm
enjoying the players. Mayb
that's because they 're clost•r
to my own age."
Even though the blackhair~d Fogarty has many
years of coaching exp rienee
under his belt, he is just :u
years old. Ile serv d as an
assistant at St. Francis, a
Catholic school for boys , fo r
nine years before being named
head coach in 1979. In fou r
seasons, his teams compiled a
28-18-2 record and qua lified for
the playoffs every year .
At USO, like St. Francis a
Catholic school, Fogarty came
into what could have been a
difficult situation . Th e
previous head coach, Bill
Williams, resigned und ~r
pressure after admitting to
'minor violations of NCAA
rules.
But, Fogarty said , last
year's incidents have been left
m the past.
"I found during my job interviews that the school wasn 't
overly upset about it, that it
wasn't that big a deal ," h ·
said.
What could have present d a
problem was the attitudes of
the 38 lettermen who returned
this fall.
"I didn't know how man,;
(Cont inued on page C· 1 O)
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Fogarty

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ J

(Continued from page C-1 )

players were still loyal to
Bill," Fogarty said. "They
may still be loyal to him, but it
didn't affect how they reacted
to me . I 'v e been very
fortunate ."
Fogarty said he had decided
to leave St. Francis before the
start of the '82 season. He
wanted to seek a college-level
job. probably as an assistant at
a Division I school. But when
he learned about the USD
opening, he applied.
·
" I thought often about being
a head coach at a Division III
school, but I thought I'-d have
to start as an assistant," he
said.
Division III was attractive to
Fogarty precisely because it
isn't "big time ," a la Nebraska
or USC. Players don't receive
any financial aid just for being
athletes in Division · III
programs.
" I like dealing with kids who
want to play football , who are
out there because they want to
play, not because they are going to be famous," he said. "I
also like the small school atmosphere, like St. Francis.
And things are in the proper
perspective here - the players
are dedicated to football, but

they're here to be students
first. ''
These student-athletes have
done well on the gridiron. They
struggled to win their opener
against Redlands. trying to adjust to a new head coach and a
new " Slot I" offense. After
winning their first three, the
Toreros stumbled and lost 28-7
to Occidental.
USD then faced a crucial
point in its season. Last year,
the Toreros started out 3-0,
then lost to Occidental on national television and skidded to
a 4-6 finish. This year, they
went from the Oxy loss to a
game at Whittier.
The Toreros fumbled on
their first play from scrimmage and quickly faced a 7-0
deficit. But they rebounded to
score a 23-19 victory .
" That was an important win,
especially coming after last
year,'' Fogarty said. ''Whittier
was rated 13th in the nation ·
among Division III .teams at
the time ."
The Toreros have been a
run-oriented team, passing the
ball about 30 percent of the
time. This is probably because
the quarterback, Phil Spencer,
is a converted de,fensive back
who runs better than he
throws.
" I've always been a running
coach," says Fogarty. " People accuse me of not wanting
to throw the ball. But my feel-

ing is that if I have a quarterback who can throw well I
would pass more ."
Leading the Torero rushing
attack is tailback Jerome
McAlpin , who has gained 684
yards in six games, with a
4.8-yard average. Spencer has
completed 40 of 99 passes for
579 yards, but he is also the
team's second-leading rusher
with 329 yards on 73 carries.
Detens1 vely, the Toreros
have remained in a 5-2 front,
although Fogarty and defensive coordinator Ke vi n
McGarry have worked to add
more options to that setup.
USD now enters the crucial
part of its season. It has
already played the other six
. Di vision III schools in
Southern California; what remains on the schedule are four
Division II teams, starting
with Hayward State.
''The major difference in
playing Division II schools is
depth," Fogarty said. "We
have one or two big guys, but
they have several.
" We will definitely have to
play our best game to beat
Hayward. We can 't stand and
play with them defensively. so
we'll have to try some things .
And we can't just run at them
off~nsively like we have done
so far. We have to throw more.
But we still have to control the
line of scrimmage with the run
to win."
.,,,--
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omeback nets Toreros a win
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One of the objectives of the
USD football team this yea r
was to erase the memory of
last season's 4 - 6 record.
Thus far into the 1983 campaign the Toreros have done
their best at this task as they
have raced to a 5-1 record.
Their fifth win came at home
S turday night when they beat
the University of Laverne
28-J 4.

Ttie star of the night for the
Toreros was tailback Jerome
M ·Alpin. The senior from Los
Angeles gained 106 yards on 22
carries.
I\IcAlpin was also one of the
players on last season's team
and he says one of the reasons
tor the 4-6 record was USD 's
as rar · te lev isio n appearance at midseason, during
the 1982 N L players' strike.
Alter win11111g their first three
g,unes, the Toreros went to Occide ntal and played before the

TV cameras . They lost 34-20
and were never q4ite the
same, dropping four of their
last five games.
"Somehow that game on
television hurt last yea r,'' said .
McAlpin . "We didn't play very
well that day and it hurt us the
rest of the year."
So far this year not much has
bothered the Toreros. Their
only loss came against Occidental two weeks ago.
"This team seems to have a
lot more character than last
yea r ,"s aid the 5-fo ot-9 ,
180-pounder who has gained
684 yar ds this sea son .
"Everyone seemed to have
gotten down on each other last
year after the TV game. I just
hope we don 't have to play on
television this year.,,
Saturday night the USD offense took some time getting
into gear. Quarterback Phil
Spencer finished off a·n 11-play
drive with a one-yard plunge
late in the first quarter for the

first points of the game. The
Toreros were aided by a pass
interfer ence penalty in the
endzone on the play before
Spencer 's dive.
Un for tun ate ly for the
Toreros that would be the last
time they would see the endzone until the fourth quarter .
"We've been known to be a
better second half team," said
McAlpin . "We just had to hope
the defense was going to be
able to keep us in the game."
McAlpin and the Toreros got
their wish , even though they
fell behind . Maurice Harper
caught an eight-yard scoring
pass from Laverne quarterback Mark Van Allen with 3: 39
left in the first half to tie the
score.
Then, with l: 51 left in the
third quarter, the Leopards
took the lead at 14-7 on a
20-y ard run by Cla ren ce
Thomas .
1Cu11 1111u1: u 011 p..iye C
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e Saturday.
aks for daylight against Lav ern
USD tailback Jerome McAlpin bre

The USD defense, led by lineman Joe Kinnally (No. 64) makes a gang tackle.

Toreros triumph
(Continued from page C-1 1 )

Even trailing going into the fourth quarter
McAlpin was positive the Toreros could come
back. "We knew it was just· a matter of getting
the offense going," he ~aid.
The offense finally got its act together on the
first possession of the final quarter. McAlpin
finished off the six-play, 65-yard drive with a
19-yard run around the end.
· After the defense held on the next series the
Toreros went right back to work. Starting on his
own 49, Spencer drove the Toreros down to the
Leopard 22. On third-and-four, Spencer found
wide receiver Michael Rish in the endzone for the
touchdown that finally put the Toreros ahead for
good.
USD added its final touchdown in the game's
last minute, when Spencer scored from five
yards out.
McAlpin said he feels that new head coach
Brian Fogarty has brought in a positive attitude
for the team. "He's kept the whole team really
up this year," said McAlpin. "We just have to
stay positive the rest of the way."
The Toreros, who play on the NCAA, Division
III level, now close their season against four
Division II teams. The first of these is a 1 p.m.
game against Cal State Hayward Saturday at
/
JSD.
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Peruvian banquet set
to benefit tour project

1

La· Jollan Delwin a faculty member visit
Schneider, professor · of remote areas of other
religious studies at USO, countries. Proceeds from
has announced a Peru- the Peruvian banquet
vian banquet and special will support future visits
display of Peruvian arts to Peru, India and
and crafts at 7 p.m. on Jamaica.
Wednesday at La Jolla's
Tickets are available
El Chalan Restaurant.
for $15 each and entitle
in
Area residents can join the guest to panicipate
eventhe
for
drawing
a
in the festivities, which
will include an authentic ing's auction. ReservaPeruvian dinner with tions can be made by
complete selection from calling 291-6480.
the restaurant menu and
a program hosted by
KFMB's Mark Larson.
The event is to help
support the People-toPeople ;,rogram, an ac. tivity of USD's Religious
Studies Club. Under its
auspices, small teams of
students accompanied by
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Oil OfficiW:

Not The Time
For Energy
Con1placency
By BILL BURRIS
SANDIEGODAILYTRANSCRIPT StaUWri~r

William S. McConnor, senior vice
president of Union Oil Co. of
California, warned U.S. business
and industry representatives in San
Diego yesterday about · "being
complacent at the wrong time" over
a plentiful oil supply and predictions
that U.S. oil use will decline each
year for the next 10 years.
McConnor said a popular fiction
is that there is an oil glut so there is
no need for the U.S. to concern itself
with offshore oil development or
alternate energy.
"If I wanted fiction, fd watch
'Dallas' where J .R. Ewing and his oil
company run roughshod over just
about everyone else," he told 50
business and industry represen•
tatives attending the University of
San Diego Corporate Associates'
second annual donor recognition
luncheon.
McConnor laid out in simple
terms how three (actors - supply,
demand and refining capacity - are
likely to affect the U.S. petroleum
outlook for the 1980s.
,
While U.S. oil production is up
slightly since 1976 and there is
ample energy supply now, Mc•
Connor said U.S. oil production can
be expected to drop 20%, or two
million barrels per day, during the
next 10 years as old wells are phased

(Continued on Page 7A)
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University of San Diego to Host
Division 2 "Cal State Hayward
SAN DIIDO-The University of San Diego, a
Division 3 independent team, opens the Division 2
portion of its football schedule at 1 p.m. today by hosting
Cal State Hayward.
The Toreros are 5-1 fallowing last weekend'&" 28-14
come-from-behind win over the University of LaVeme.
Under first-year coach Brian Fogarty USD has already
improved upon last year's 4-5 record.
Torero tailback Jerome McAlpin is among the NCAA
top ten in Division m with 684 yards and five
touchdowns on 141 carries.
Cal State Hayward, 4-1, bad last weekend off having
beaten San Francisco State, 13:7, two weeks ago. Cal
State Hayward has wins over Sonoma State, Cal State
Northrldge and Santa Clara .•The team's loss was, 12-7,
against St. Mary's College.
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Toreros host 4-1 Hayward
'

D-6

Having completed their Division III
schedule with a 5-1 record, the University
of San Diego Toreros step up in class to
tackle the Pioneers of Cal State Hayward
at 1 p.m. today at the USD stadium.
The Division II Pioneers are 4-1 and are
coming off an open date after beating San
Francisco State two weeks ago.

1HESTRIBUNE

(2)

''This game will be our toughest test this
season by far," said USD head coach Brian
Fogarty. "They are a big and physical
team. Offensively, they are a lot like us,
using the run first to set up the pass."

Tailback Donrick Sanderson has paced
Hayward with . 443 yards on 92 carries.

San Diego, Monday, October 24, 1983

- San Diego Notepad

USD loses·_ to Hayward State
The University of San Diego football team moved up
in class Saturday and suffered a 40-21 loss at the hands
of Hayward State.
The Toreros, who play in the NCAA's Division ill
were taking on a Division II team in Hayward.
"That wasn't just a Division II team," said USD
coach Brian Fogarty, "That was a good Division II
team."
The Pioneers rushed for 229 yards, including 144
yards on 19 carries by Donrict Sanderson. Hayward's
Mike Matthews chipped in with a ~yard touchdown
run.

(
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.l, Tor ero s step Up in class, but un
By Chris Jenkins, Staff Writer
I

As of yesterday, the University of San Diego is walking
on bot coals, its month-long course a veritable gauntlet of
football games against Division II opponents.
That ,first step, though, was a doozie.
Having run out of fellow Division III teams to beat, the
Toreros challenged powerful Cal State Hayward yesterday at USD and were blistered 40-21. Prior to yesterday's
setback, the Toreros were 5-1 against schools more com~f·-'Mii,.-lllw;.l:,~ parable in size.
"We have to be realistic about this," said Brian Fogarty, USD's first-year head coach. "That wasn't just a Division II team. That was a good Division II team."
Clearly, literally, the Toreros were out of their league.
They'll stay there for the rest of the ·season, too. USD
completes its 1983 schedule with three more Division II
opponents in the next three weeks. The last of those
games is at St. Mary's, which handed Hayward its only
---... -- defeat of the season.
The San Diego Union/ Peter Koeleman
Hayward's Pioneers were infinitely bigger, noticeably
Torero quarterb ack Phil Spencer is
faster and more than 19 points better than the Toreros.
1 The score
sacked by Hayward defender s.
was kept respectable, however, by the fact that

C8
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Hayward was penalized 15 times for 120 yards, USD just third quarter (21-7) and 11 yards to Bert Graham in the
three times for 40 yards.
fourth (33-14). Gomez also accounted for a 27-7 score with
"It bothered me, but I'm not about to say the officials a fourth-quarter quarterback sneak.
called a bad game," Hayward coach Tim Tierney said.
USO didn't score until the third quarter, but the
"Let's just say I didn't have a real good rapport with Toreros also allowed only those 14 first-half points and
them."
were back in the game on quarterback Phil Spencer's 26Added running back Donrick Sanderson: "We did what- yard TD pass to wide receiver Michael Rish less than five '
ever we wanted to do, then the penalties just pushed us minutes into the third quarter. Whereupon Hayward
back, so we'd just go to something else."
scored two straight touchdowns .
Usually Sanderson. He went 144 yards on 19 carries,
Trailing 27-14, the Toreros quickly got the ball back
including a 3-yard dive that opened the game's scoring. and Spencer immediately went deep. His pass was interAnother running back, freshman Mike Matthews, took off cepted by Ed Burton. End of rally. End of game.
for a 56-yard TD soon after to make it 14-0. In all, the
Recognizing that, both coaches inserted freshman
Pioneers rushed for 229 yards.
quarterbacks. The first pass of the season thrown by Hay"This is all a new experience to me anyway, but we ward's Bill Neal was picked off by Greg Stein and
rehaven't faced a pair of running backs like that all year," turned down the sideline for a 37-yard TD. The first
pass
said F'ogarty. "Maybe there are some Division III teams completed by USD's Roger Meyers was caught by
Hayback East that have those kind of backs, but not out here." ward's Burton, who, yes, returned it down the sideline for
The irony here is that while USO was so outsized, Sand- a 35-yard TD.
erson and Matthews were among the dinkiest guys on the
USO never was able to spring its top running back,
field, both standing under 5-foot-10. Moreover, Hayward Jerome McAlpin, who broke into the nation's top 10
Diviquarterback Kendall Gomez is only 5-8, and he threw sion Ill rushers last week.
touchdown passes of 52 yards to Vernon Porter in the
And the gauntlet had just begun.

I
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Penalt ies Can't Stop Ca S·t ate Haywa rd From Beating
By TI M GILLMAN, Times Staff Writer
SAN DI EGO- Visiting Cal State Hayward overcame
120 yards m penalties to beat the University of San
Diego, 40-21 , Saturday afternoon at USO Stadium
Saturday afternoon.
The visiting Pioneers took a 14-0 halftime lead but
the outcome was in doubt until Ed Burt.on intercepted a
pass by USO reserve quarterback Roger Meyers and ran
35 yards in to the end zone for the final score with less
than two minutes left in the game.
USD defensive back Greg Stein intercepted a Hayward pus:. und ran it in from 37 yards out to cut the lead
to 12 points, 33-21, with 2:04 remaining. USD got the
ball back in its territory and was moving until Burton
picked off the sideline pass to preserve the victory.
"W had an opportunity to come back," first-year
USO oach Brian Fogarty said. "Our freshman quarterback (Meyers) is an outstanding thrower and he runs
the t wo -rnmute offense better than (regular quarterbuck) Phil (Spencer). That interception is just one of
those things."

USD had too many of "those things" all afternoon.
Hayward, a Division 2 team that is 5- 1. USD is a Division
3 independent and is Hayward's only smaller school
opponent.
USD had three passes intercepted, two fumbles, 40
yards of penalties, a couple of organizational snafus
when less than 11 men were on the field and even got
burned on an onside kick following Hayward's first
·
touchdown.
That touchdown was set up by a bad punt and good
return. Hayward got the ball-its first possession-at
the USD 35. Four plays later Donrick Sanderson ran
three yards for a touchdown. John Waldera's extrapoint kick made it 7-0.
Waldera then kicked off across the field into the arms
of his own player who had gone beyond the 50. Hayward
has used that play in every game this season.
"The kids know they are supposed to fair catch in that
situation," Fogarty said. "The kid over there Is a

freshman and he just didn't do ,1"
Although Hayward didn 't s , rP on that possession, it
did contribute to poor USO fi eld position unCil the
Pioneers scored again on a 56-yard run by Mike
Matthews with 35 seconds left in the first period.
"There were a couple times when thc-v broke the long
one and it just kind of broke our ha k," Fogart.> ,-aid.
"They have two outstanding running ba ks. '
Sanderson finished with 144 yards on 19 cames and
Matthews had 72 yards on six <..arries.
USD came to life In the second half, s oring on a
26-yard touchdown pass from Spencer to Mi hut' I flish.
Jack Kratochvil's extra-point kick cut the lead t , SL ven
with 10,41 left in the third period.
But Hayward scored next on another big pld ~, 1
52-yard pass from quarterback Kendall Gorn z 1,
Vernon Porter with four minutes left in the third. Th£:
extra-point kick made the margin 14 points and another
touchdown on the first play of the fourth quarter made it
'1:7-7. That was a one-yard sneak by Gomez, capping a

s

,

-

six -play 53-yard drive that started after a recovered
fumble.
USD's second touchdown came shortly thereafter on
a a 21 -yard pass play from Spencer to Rish . Rish
fumbl ed in . the end zone and teammate Ed McCoy
covereu •he hall.
A Spencer interceAl1un gave Hayward the ball at the
Toreros' 35 midway through the final period. Nine plays
later a Gomez to Bert Graham pass made it 33 -14.
Hayward held USD runn inl{ hack Jerome Mc A lµ m to
50 yards on 15 canies. well t,..,1ow his fi ve yards per
carry average coming into the game
Speucer completed 10 uf 18 passes f,1r IJ7 ) 11rit; 11d
two interceptions.
fl ay ward Coach Tim Tierney said the 1~, pena lties
"r ·•ally fired us up." Tierney said.
USD is 5-2 and finishes with three Division 2
opponents starting with California Lutheran Coll ege on
Saturday.
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Movin': Hayward 's Donrick Sanderso n gets a first down. Hayward whacked the
leaves USD's Joe Kinnally In his wake and Toreros 40-21. Story on Page H-5.

Inside Sports
FOOTBALL
•
•
•
•
•

Texas nips SMU - H-7
Michigan edges Iowa - H-6
Penn State upsets WYU - H-.8
Irish rip Trojans - H-1
UCLA holds offCaJ- H-3

IRONM AN
Dave Scott swam, biked and ran his way to a
second consecuti've victory in the grueling
lronman Triathlon World Championship. San
Diegans Scott Tinley and Mark Allen wen second
and third, respectively. Story on Page H-10.
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Toreros']>
practices
underway
The USD men ' s
basketball team, coming off its top finish
since joining the
NCAA 's Division I
ranks, recently started
workou ts for the
1983-84 season.
The Toreros, under
the direction of head
coach Jim Brovelli,
return six lettermen
from the squad that
finished 12-14 overall
and 5-7 in the West
Coast Athle tic
conference.
Brovelli , who has
compile d a 142-120
overall record in nine
years at USD, also has
several players from
what has been termed
his best recruiti ng
season ever.
The top returnee is
6-foot-7 senior forward
Mike Whitmarsh, a
first-te am WCAC
selectio n last year.
Whitmarsh averaged
15.3 points and 5.3 rebounds per game in
'82-83. He closed the
season with a flourish,
scoring at a 26.8 clip in
the last six games.
"Mike is one of the
best small forwards on
the west coast," says
-Brovelli. "He is one-of
the most copnsistent
players we have had
here in all phases of
the game."
The the top recruit is
Scott Thomps on, a
6-foot-11, 235-pound
freshman from Mesa
\. erde High in Citrus
Heights.
Brovelli says he is
expect ing a wellbalanced year in the
WCAC. with Pepperdine and Santa Clara
as early favorites.
"Overall, the conference is up for
grabs, " he says .
"Again, there will be a
lot of close games and
whoever is fortunate
enough to win the close
games will come out on
/
fop .
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A b u sy weekend is in the offing
By Janet Sutter
Staff Writer
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Masquerade fashion show

.D

University of San Diego Auxiliary will have its annual "Masquerade" fashion show at 11 a.m . Monday,
Oct. 31, at the San Diego Hilton. Individual tickets
are $25 and table reservations of 10 persons a table
will be available. For more information, •call 2916480.

/
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SPECIAL EVENTS
USD Auxilian Luncheon & Fashion ShowUSD Au~ilia~: and Robin son·s depanment ~tores
. :Masquerad e · · 27th annual fundco-sponsor
·
d 10
·s·n" fashion show and luncheon . Procee ~
ra1 1 s
M
o
1 31 at
benefit USD Scholarship Fund. on. : \
the San Diego Hilton . 1775 E . M1ss10n ay r.
In fo: 291-6480 ext. 4271.
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Toreros eet their
match, and more
By ERIC JOHNSON
Sentinel Correspondent

USD head football coach Brian Fogart y was impressed with Hayward State after his team was thrashed· at
home by the Pioneers 40-21 Saturday afternoon.
"That wasn't just an averag e Division II team," he
said after the Toreros' record dropped to 5-2 on the
season. "That was a good Division II team."
The Toreros, a memb er of the NCAA's Division III,
were simpily mismatched in their game agains t
Haywa rd.
This was the first time this season USD tackled a
school from the Division II. The last three Torero games
are all agains t teams of the same Division II league.The
season finale is against St. Mary's, which defeated Haytward 12-7 earlier in the season .
It seems that USD has run out of Division III teams in
its geographic location to play against. Thus, the Toreros
have to play other, usually larger , schools to complete
their schedule.
That fact doesn't seem to bother Fogart y.
''I enjoy playing good teams ,' ' he said. ' 'The kids seem
to rise to the occasion."
Against Hayward, the first-year USD coach said, he
"knew we were going to be in trouble ."
Indeed they were, as Pionee r running backs Donrick
Sanderson and Mike Matthews led the way in the victory
to boost their team's record to 5-1.
Haywa rd took a lead of 14--0 by halftime on .firstquarte r touchdown runs by Sanderson and Matthews. On.~
the ·Pione ers' first possession, Sanderson, who carried
the ball 19 times for 144 yards, scored from three yards
out. Matth e~s scored later in the quarte r on a 56-yard
romp.
The Toreros moved to within a touchdown after they
took their first possession in the second half 53 yards for
a score. The six-play drive ended on Phil Spencer's
26-yard pass to Michael Rish.
Rish had a busy day, catching five of Spencer's ten
completions for 86 yards.
Haywa rd then went back to work.
After the Toreros' third-down sack of Kendall Gomez
was negate d by off-setting penalties, Gomez hit Vernon
Porter for a 52-yard score.
·
USD promp tly turned the ball over, and the Pioneers
march ed 53 yards on six plays for another six points.
Gomez did the honors on a one-yard plunge to up the lead
to 27-7.
The Toreros scored twice in the fourth quarte r in an
desper ate for a comeback, but to no avail. ·
A 20-yard Spencer pass to Rish was fumbled by Rish as
he was hi.t at the Pioneer one. An alert Ed McCoy pounced on the loose ball in the endzone for a USD touchdown.
With only a couple of minutes left in the game, Gomez
made his only mistake of the day by throwing an interception to Torero Greg Stein. Stein flew down the
sideline 37 yards for his first touchdown of the year.
USD senior tailback Jerom e McAlpin, who bas been a
major factor so far this season , was limited in the game
to only 55 yards on 15 carries . Before the game, McAlpin
was among the top 10 NCAA Division III rusher s with
averag es of 114 yards per game and 4.9 per ·rusb).
Quarte rback Spencer was the team's leading rusher
with 75 yards on 16 carries .
Despite the loss, Fogart y was still optimistic for the
rest of the season .
''A split of the four Division II games is still a definite
possibility, " said the coach, whose squad travels to
Califor nia Lutheran College this Saturday.

-
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San Diego, Wl'dnesd aY, Oct o'

Tye_Ferdinandsen, who won the All-College Tennis
Tournament at the University of San Diego over the
weekend, still hasn't made up his mind whether or not be
wants to try the pro tour when he graduates from USO.
He is an accounting major a d may decide to use his degree with a CPA firm either in San Franmco or San
J0-e. hlS home t0wn.
"I bad some n~ga tive experiences when I wen on the
S2tellite tour ir; E:irooe last summer," Ferdinan dsen said.
" Im leanir:;: w ,\ard not trying the pro tour, but things
co, Id chan::e over c vear's time."
F erdi::iandsen still has a year of college left but DO
more eligibility on the Torero tennis team. Instead, be is 1
helping Ed Collins coach the men's team.
Ferdinandsen defeated another USD player, Scott Patridge in the finals of the All-College event Sunday 6-3, 6-

4.

"I was eligible to play in this particula r event because I
am still in college," be said, "and I was happy to win il"
But whether he wants to make tennis a career is still
not fixed in his mind.
''When I went on the satellite tour in Europe last summer, it was so disorganized that I didn't get into tournaments I was supposed to be in, but I guess that's characteristic of the way they run things over there,'' he said. "It
was a bit disappoin ting. however."
Meanwhile, Collins and his USD team, along with coach
Skip Redondo and the San Diego State University team,
are attempting to qualify as many players as possible in
the Intercolle giate Tennis Coaches of America tournament at UCLA this week.
As of this writing. USD still had four players in the
running for the main draw, which starts tomorrow. They
are David Desilits, who lost to Ferdinandsen in the semis
of the USD tournament, Alejandro Ramos, Maris Leuters
and Patridge.
San Diego State bas Graham Espley-Jones already in
the main draw and there were high hopes for a couple
more.
a
This UCLA tournament serves to establish preseason
rankings. according to Redondo, and acts as a sort of a
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warming-up period for the collegiate players, who don't
get started in earnest until the middle of January.
Redondo figures his Aztec team will be in a four-way
tangle with Brigham Young, Utah and New Mexico for
the Western Athletic Conference title. (The WAC Championships will be held in Honolulu April 27-May 6.)
"Utah lost four of its six top players by graduation,"
Redondo said. "They were the WAC champions last year.
We feel the title will be up fof grabs this year and we're
one of the teams who hope to do some grabbing."
Collins' USD team also is preparing for a gruelling
season, but be figures to have a solid top six in Desilits,
Patridge, Ramos, Leuters, Jim McNamee and Ke,in
Young. He's got some top-notch young talent, too, in Doug
Bra dley, J ohn Foster, Attila Betyar, Armando Yanez and
Robert Houssels.
r ~j 0:' dc,-s !.:: e: team this season had to do fci:nc' re:·
group ·ng but it bas a nucleus of a few solid upper classmen (Jones and junior Nicky Getz), plus some up and
comers such as Brent Zimmerman from Colorado, Jim
f. ellngg, a Fullerton JC transfer, Gl enn Stephens from
Ger:.13 ny, and redshirt Dave LaFr..:;:~ _
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ED COLLINS
Torero coach
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THE W0~1E~'S G.; ME - Scott McCarthy , who .
.coaches the women's team at USD is not bemoan~ng the
loss of his star player, Dianne Farrell. to graduation. He
has what amounts to a solid team in Mari Carmen-Casta,
- Judy Neumann , l\am.i Kozu., Carolyn Reed, Lisa Blit7. and
. Pam Williams ..
"'We have a solid team as far as the singles are _co~ceroed" McCarthv said, "we may be hurting a bit m
doubl~ but we are looking forward to the coming season.
.Reed d~feated Kozu last week in the challenge _matches
anc!"-Sbe just might be the solid No. 3 (or even ~~:I") to
help carry the team through a very tough DiVlSlOD I
schedule this season."
The USD women (14-10 last season) will engage in further challenge matches through the en~ of this year, preparing for the real thing which s ~ m Feb:11~· After
an opening match with U.S. International U~1veI'Slty, ~e
Torero women must face USC and UCLA m successive
matches .
r.~eanwhile. at the Tanner-ITCA at UC-In·ine over the
" eer.end. San Diego Sta te's team of Cynthia !11~regor
and Linda Howell knocked off UCL.\'s Lynn Le~·15 ~d
Liz .Minter 6-2, 4-6, 7-5 to win the doubles championship.
All .the top collegiate tennis teams were entered, so this
was an impressive win for Carol Plunkett's team. In the
singles, Cheryl Jones of UCLA _squeaked . by Kathe~e
Berry of SDSU. Lewis, of course. is a San D1egan. Berry is
the. Aztec freshman recruited from England.
Lewis lost her bid to gain the singles title when she was
beaten by teammate Minter 6-1, 6-2 in the quarterfinals.
McGregor also lost out in the quarters to Pat By of
UCLA.

TEAM TEl ;J\1S MATCH - USD and SDSU will stage a
team-tennis-type event on Nov. 4 with the best of the
men·s and women's teams going against each other on the
women's courts at 7:30 p.m. It's mainly to raise money f~r
the ten!l.is programs at both schools, but it's an oppo~ ty for the fans to see many of these collegiate players 1D
action in an entertaining "mixed" situation.

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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s onsors reakfast seminar

Two Univer sity of San
Diego School of Business
faculty will examin e
issues designe d to draw
attentio n to develop ing
theorie s in the busines s
world at lectures that are
part of a series of UPD ATE Brea kfast
Semina rs sponso red by
USD.
"Prep aring for
Tomor row - A Look at
Megat rends" is the
feature d topic Nov . 4 at

1333 7th A.ve . Dr.
Johann a S. Hunsak er,
assistan t profess or of
manage ment and education, will identify and
discuss 10 megatr ends
current ly changin g the
future of Ameri can
busines s.
The same day, Dr .
Robert R . Johnso n,
a ociate profess or o f
econom ics, will explore
the impor tance of
"Mana ging for Quality
Impro vemen t." How

long can your depan - vanced registra tion is en ment or division survive courag ed and may be obting
its own interna l defects? tained by contac
at
ro
Navar
Penny
such
if
wonder
Do you
.
5
defects are control lable? 293-458
Can you test for their
causes? Dr. Johnso n will
address these and other ,..
questio ns at the La Jolla
Village Inn, Intersta te 5
at La Jolla Village Drive.
The session s begin at
7:30 a .m. and conclud e
at 9 a.m . Admiss ion is
$20 and includes a continental breakfa st. Ad-
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· Better height, speed, balance
hike Toreros' basketball hopes
By Bill Center,

Staff Writer

Late last season, after the hopes of a winning campaign
slipped away and his cast had thinned out, _university .of
San Diego basketball coach Jim Brovelli temporarily
shelved his "team" concept and turned the ball over to
forward Mike Whitmarsh.
· Over the final six games, the 6-foot-7 Whitmarsh averaged 26.8 points, and missed only one shot from the floor
in scoring a USO-record 37 points against Loyola-Marymount. He became the first USD underclassman ever to
earn first-team All-West Coast Athletic Conference honors and helped USD to its best-ever finish of fourth in the

WCAC.

USD won four of its last six games with Whitmarsh
shooting at will. Perhaps the best indication of th:
Toreros' improvement since then is that neither ~rov~lli
nor bis star player feels any undue pressure IS being
placed on the senior forward to repeat his stretch run of a
season ago.
The Toreros are both bigger and faster than they were
a year ago. Certainly they should be able to shoot better
than last season's 11-15 club, whose marks of 46.8 percent
from the floor and 67 percent from the foul line were 10lows for USD under Brovelli
Brovelli bas bolstered his Whitmarsh-led nucleus with
the best c~ of recruits ever assembled at Alcala Park.
For the first time in his tenure, Brovelli cari publish a
tw~eep.
,, .
"This is a much improved team over last season, said
Whitmarsh. "I think we're at least five games better.
We've got better players and we just get along·better. H I
want to do one think I didn't do last year, it's take a
leadership role."
On!;! thing be isn't planning on doing is averaging 25
points a game.
• "I just don't think one player is going to have to carry
the load on this team," said Whitmarsh.
Whitmarsh is the only regular returning who was in the
starting lineup when the 1982-83 campaign opened.
Position-l>y-position, here's a breakdown on the 1983-84
USD basketball team:
• CENTER - Mario Coronado (6-9, 215, Sopb.} and
Scott Thompson (6-11, 245, Fr.}. Whitmarsh g~t h~t last
year after Coronado was inserted into the s~g ~eup.
"Having the big man in the middle opened things up, said
both Brovelli and Whitmarsh. Coronado is rugged and a
battler. He may be pushed quickly by Thompson, an all-

year

Northern California player from the same league that
produced Bill Cartwright, now of the New York Khicks.
Thompson averaged 29.5 points and 16.2 rebounds as a
prep. He also shot 72 percent from the foul line. Thompson was recruited by California, Washington State and
Santa Clara. But Coronado can rumble.
• STRONG FORWARD - Dave Mciver (6-8, 200, Sr.),
Anthony Reuss (6-7, 197, Jr.), Nils Madden (6-7, 205, Fr.),
Steve Krallman (6-8, 200, Fr.), Joe Fish (6-10, 210, Rr.}.
Mciver and Reuss both averaged 4.5 points a game while
splitting time toward the end of last season. Mciver is
tough and defense-minded and is also the No. 3 center.
Reuss bas progressed steadily after playing in a lesser
high school league at Christian High in El Cajon. Madden,
a strong rebounder, was runner-up Sonoma County player
of the year and an all-NorCal pick as a prep (17.8 points,
11.0 rebounds, 82 percent free throw percentage). Krallman averaged 18.5 points and 12.6 rebounds at powerful
Servite High in Anaheim.
• SMALL FORWARD - Whitmarsh (6-7, 200, Sr.) and
Mark Bostic (6-5, 175, Jr.}. A product of disciplined programs at Monte Vista High and Grossmont College, Whitmarsh steadily got better as his first Torero season progressed. He finished with a 15.3 average and bad 5.3 rebounds a game. He also paced all frontcourt men in
assists and developed as a top defensive player. Bostic
averaged 18.5 points and 6.0 rebounds a game at Central
Arizona College last year, where he was an all-state junior college selection.
_
• • BIG GUARD - Bostic, Chris Carr (6-4, 165, Jr.,), Al
Moscatel (6-2, 185, Soph.), Penfold (6-5, 178, Sr.) and Randy
Brickley (6-5, 175, Sr.). The front-runners are Bostic and
Carr. But Bostic can also play small forward and Carr
can play point guard. At Santa Monica City College, Carr
last year averaged 11.8 points a game and shot 48.4 percent from the floor. He was also voted the best defensive
player in the Metro Conference. Brovelli appreciates defense. Bostic and Carr both have good speed. Brovelli
calls Moscatel "a zone breaker." Moscatel was a shooter
at Mesa College last year where be averaged 14.2 points
and 5.6· assists a game and was the Pacific Coast Conference's MVP.
• POINT GUARD - John Prunty (6-0, 170, ·Sr.), Carr,
Moscatel and Eric Musselman (~10, 165, Fr.). Prunty is a
smart player who had an off-year shooting last season.
Moscatel also lacks foot speed. Musselman is the son of
former pro coach Bill Musselma'n and averaged 23 points
and eight assists a game in the Cleveland area.
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Toreros are small, but they olay big
By Rick Davis
Tribune Sportswriter
On occasion this fall, Jerome , McAlpin has glanced

(

around the University of San Diego backfield and realized
that, at f>-foot-9, he is the tallest member out there. That
may tell you more about the 1983 USO football team than
it does about McAlpin.
"I suppose I might have trouble seeing over my own
linemen and spotting receivers downfield," admitted 5-8, 1
160-pound quarterback Phil Spencer, "except that we use
a half-rollout/half-pocket type drop. It helps me get a
better view."
The other member of this trio of mighty mites is depending on who gets the call on a given down - either
JEROME McALPIN
f>-7, 170-pound Len Savallo or f>-9, 180-pound Tom Woodward. McAlpin's backup is another pocket-sized entry 5-6, 16f>-pound Mark Covarrubias.
Don't feel sorry for these sawed-off Toreros, though.
They will take a f>-2 record into tomorrow's 1:30 p.m.
homecoming game against Cal Lutheran (3-4).
"Anything between 6-4 and 8-2 certainly is a possibility," says Brian Fogarty, USD's first-year coach. 'Td be
very disappointed if we lost the last three games."
That is a possibility though, because the rest of the
schedule aligns them agaist NCAA Division II opponents,
a notch above their own classification - Division m. And
the first Division II confrontation last weekend resulted
·
·
in a 40-21 loss to Hayward State.
"Some of us were intimidated when the game started
because they were bigger than us (Hawyard's offensive
line averaged 235 pounds, to 210 for USD's defensive
PHIL SPENCER
front) and this was Division II," noted Torero wide receiv- _

er Michael Rish, whose 18.receptions for 328 yards rant
him among the top 10 of NCAA Division m receivers.
''But that's the best team we'll play, so we plan to win
some of these last ones."
Such hopes depend largely on the mighty mites - the
heart of the offense. Spencer, who was switched from
defensive back to his old high-school position of quarterback this fall. He's -coming off his best game (11 completions in 19 attempts for 147 yards) and shows season
statistics of 51 of 118 for 726 yards and five touchdowns.
"I went to Saddleback Junior College after high school
(Mater Dei of Santa Ana) and they already had a good
quarterback, plus a new position seemed obvious with my
size" remembered Spencer.
"Now I'm happy to be back at quarterback.. I've always
liked offense better, so it's good to go out at the position I
grew up with."
Spencer, Rish and defensive back Jerry Schmidt were
teammates at Verbum Dei in 1978, although the SpencerRish hookup wasn't prolific. ''We didn't throw the ball
that much, but I remember Michael was the team's lead1
• iilg receiver," added Spencer. ''He went to USO as a
freshman, but I wanted a JC because I figured it would be
easier tq walk ~n and start there. My whole thing was to
get a chlnce to play."
McAlpin certainly hasn't complained about a lack of
chances. His ~56 rushing attempts (for 734 yards) average
out to 22 attempts per game. "Hfs built solid enough (183
pounds) that he's handled the load," said Fogarty. "Of
course, these Division Il teams are bigger. I don't think
we can run right at them."
... Not even with the ''tallest" guy in the backfield.
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FOUNDERS GALLERY ( University of San Diego, Founders Hall) :
"Beasts," an exhibition of animals in art form, including sculpture,
paintings and etchings. Gallery hours are from noon to 5 p ..m.
Monday through Friday.

SAN D IEGO UNION
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Founders Gallery: ''Beasts," animals in various art form s,
through Nov. 11. University of
San Diego. Weekdays, noon to 5
p.m.; Wednesdays, noon to 9 p.m.

I
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Animal art - " Beasts," an exhibit of
animals in art form , will be on view from noon
to 5 p.m. weekdays beginning Tuesday, Nov. 1,
through Wednesday, Nov. 30, at tbe Founders
Gallery, Founders Hall at tbe University of San__,
Diego. Admission is free .
~
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-Cal Lutheran
mauls U D
THOUSAND OAKS - After posting a 5-1 record
against Division m opponents, the University of San
Diego has found the going rough against Division Il foes.
Yesterday, the Toreros lost 4~22 to Cal Lutheran, their
second straight loss against a Division Il school.
The highlight of the game for USD came in the third
quarter, when Emmitt Dood returned a kickoff 100 yards
for a touchown, a school record. The old mark of 97 yards
was set by Earl Robinson in 1977.
However, the Kingsmen dominated the rest of the
game, racking up 479 yards in total offense while holding
the Toreros to just 162 total yards.
Cal Lutheran opened the scoring early in the first quarter when Rich Sanchez capped a nine-play, 41-yard drive
with a one-yard run.
The Toreros tied the game after stopping a Cal Lutheran fake punt attempt. Quarterback Phil Spencer hit Michael Rish with a 27"'yard pass and three plays later
scored on an 18-yard keeper.
That was about as close as the Toreros got - the
Kingsmen scored twice more before the half for a 19-7
lead.
In the second quarter, Chuck Walker ran in from the
one to complete a 68-yard, l~play drive, and quarterback
Greg DeGennaro also ran in from the one.
DeGennaro opened the second half with a 47-yard
touchdown pass to Walker.
On the ensuing kickoff, Dodd had his record-breaking
run to bring the Toreros within 2~14. However, the Kingsmen eliminated any comeback attempt by scoring two
touchdowns and a field goal before USD could get back on
the board.
Sanchez ran in. again from the one, Joe Haynoski kicked
a 53-yard field goal and Troy Kuretich grabbed an 80yard bomb from Mike Jones to give the Kingsmen a 36-14
lead.
Spencer hit Rish on a 15-yard pass play for the Toreros'
last score of the game. Spencer then ran in for the twopoint conversion.
Haynoski added a 40-yard field goal for the Kingsmen
to close oµt the scoring.
Spencer completed six of 20 passes for 81 yards, but he
was intercepted three times. Jerome McAlpin led USD
rushers with 66 yards on 16 carries.

DeGennaro completed 14 of 20 passes for 192 yards. His
favorite receiver was Walker, who had seven catches for
99 yards. Sanchez rushed 21 times for 109 yards and two
touchdowns.
The Toreros dropped to 5-3 while Cal Lutheran evened
its record at 4-4. USD will host another Division Il team
when they take on Azusa-Pacific in a 1:30 p.m. Homecoming game next Saturday.
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USO ORCHESTRA - The University of San Diego Orchestra,
conducted by Henry Kolar, will perform works by Bach,
Strauss and Brahms, with violinists Kolar and James Zagami,
at 4 pm. next Sunday in the Camino Theater, University of
San Diego.
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Students offering help with ~bores
Have yard work you need done, or light housework you
just can't get to? Once again, University of San Diego
students are sponsoring a senior weekend, and they'll help
with those chores. If it's something that doesn't need a
skilled craftsman - they're students, not carpenters or
plumbers - they will be doing the work for older adults
Nov. 19 and 20. Sign up by calling Senior Citizen Services
of the city of San Diego, 236-5765.
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TOREROS IN TOUGH - The University of San Diego
susta;ned its second straight loss, 46-22 to Cal Lutheran in
Thousand Oaks Saturday, and the football road doesn't
get any smoother for the Toreros, who will entertain
Azusa Pacific next Saturday before closing the season at
St. Mary's Nov. 12.
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USD defense
faces a test
The University of San Diego football team will try to improve on its
4-1 record tonight when the Toreros
battle La Verne (2-2) in a 7:30 game
at USD.
USD rebounded from an Oct. 1 loss
to Occidental by stopping Whittier
College 23-19 last week. The defense
recorded three interceptions, two
fumble recoveries and three quarterback sacks. That defense will be tested by La Verne, which employs three
quarterbacks and a top receiver in
Maurice Harper (21 catches for 370
yards and four touchdowns).
The Torero offense is led by run.ning back Jerome McAlpin, who has
rushed for 593 yards and four TDs in
119 carries this season - a 4.9-yard
average. Quarterback Phil Spencer
has completed just 40 percent of his
passes (34 of 86, 482 yards, three TDS)
but has run for 301 yards and four
other scores in 58 rushes.
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.., TO~EROS SHOOT FO~ NO. 6 - The University of
S;in Diego football team will go after its sixth victory of
~ e season when the Toreros host Hayward State Saturpy afternoon at 1:30.
USD _improved its record to 5-1 with a tallying, 28-14
lwme victory over LaVerne College Saturday night. The
:io-ahead touchdown, one of three Torero TDs in the
!four\ll period, came when quarterback Phil Spencer
,Crambled to find an open receiver, before spotting Mi~haeJ Rish in the corner of the end zone.
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• LOCAL NOT~ - The second round of the Fron11er'
Pro Shop-Sao Diego All-College Tennis Tournament will
get under way today at 1 p.m. at the University oi:sail
Diego. The tournament includes players from all area
four- and two-year schools. The top seed is Tye F.er ·_
nandsen of USD, Mike Kerr of USIU is No. 2, Gra.ha!J1
Espley-Jones of San Diego State is seeded third and_Jim'
McNamee of USD is fourth ... Veteran distance runnin__g
standouts Mark Neno, Tim Varley and Rich Mus~ve
have entered the Leukemia-Coronado Bridge natfona)
championship 10-kilometer run Oct.30.
' -
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• .. The Development of Successful
Managers . .. an Update breakfast
seminar presemed ~ the Unrvers,ty of
San Diego
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s.croo1of t>us1ness. will t.3ke

place at the Unrvers,ty Cluo. 1333 Seve:ith Ave .. 7.30 to 9 a.m. The S20 fee
includes the present.3tJon. matenals and
a continental breakfast. For reservatJons. prone 293-4 585.
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USO ~UPDATE" BUSINESS SH.llNAR SERIE.S -

Oct . 7. "Personal Decision Srvles". Oct . H
"Posirivc Feedback and Enhanced Productivll\··:
Oct . 21, "Developing Successful Manage;s<
Oct. 18. "Consrructive Discipline" . lov. 4.
"Preparing Today for Tomorrow - a Look ar
Megarrends" 291-6480. exr. 4296
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Business seminars set
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The Development of Successful Managers will
focus on how managers learn successful per-

sonal skills and how progressive organizations
purposely develop their managers. USD, Oct.
28. 7:30-9:00 a.m., fee: $20. Info: 293-4585 .
Constructive Discipline offers approaches to
disciplining employees in an organization environment. USD, Oct. 28, 7:30-9:00 a.m., fee:
sip. Info: 293-4585.

SAN DIEGO - "The DeYelopment of Successful
Managers" and "Constructive Discipline .. are the topics
on tap Friday, Oct.21.1983, as the Un.iYersit~ of San Diego
School of Business continues its senes of UPDATE
Breakfast Seminars.
Dr. Dennis Briscoe, associate professor of management
and personnel, will deliver a talk centering on ·how
managers learn skills to succeed in today 's organizations
and how progressive organizations purposely develop
their managers .
Dr. Briscoe will make the presentation at the University Club, 1333 7th Avenue, San Diego.
Dr. Robert F. O'Neil. associate professor of economics ,
is slated to discuss "Constructive Discipline" at the La
Jolla Village. Interstate 5 at La Jolla Village Drive.
The topic investigates disciplinary techniques useful to
managers in dealing with employees.
Both seminars begin at i :30 a.m. and end at 9:00 a .m .
Single session admission is ~20 : series admission for the
eight-week program is U20. Advanced reser,ation is
encouraged and may be obtained by calling Penny
Navarro at 923-4585. A continental breakfast is included~
,,,_the registration fee.
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Exhibits
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Animal art - "Beasts," an exhibition of
animals in art form , will be on display
from noon to 5 p.m. weekdays through
Friday, Oct. 11, in the Founders Gallery,
Founders Hall, at the University of San
Diego, Alcala. Admission is free. For
more information, call 291-6480. ~
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At The Galleries
SDSU Gallery- Exhibit of recent work by 37 SDSU department
of art alumni from the past 20 years .
Through Nov. 5.
Mandeville Art Gallery,
UCSD-"Young American Artists
II: Paintings and Painted Wall
Reliefs," through Oct. 30.
University of San Diego
Gallery-"Beasts;" representations
of animals in art forms. Through
./"
· Nov.11.

FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of San Diego, Founders Hall ):
"Beasts," an exhibit.Jon or animals in art form, mcludmg sculpture,
paintings and etchings. Gallery hours are from noon to 5 p .. m.
Monday through Friday.
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Colleges
FoUDden Gallery: "Beasts," animals in various art
forms, through Nov. 11. University or San Diego. Weekdays, noon to 5 p.m.; Wednesdays, noon to 9 p.m.
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Founden Gallery: "Beasts," animals in various art forms,
through Nov. 11. University of
San Diego. Weekdays, noon to 5
p.m~ Wednesdays, noon to 9 p.m.
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USD - University of San Diego Founders' Gal- lery presents "Beasts, .. and exhihirion of animals
in various art forms rhrough '.\ov. 11. 166
J?eSales Hall, Alcala Park, San Dieim. 291 -6~80.

